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Abdel kader cheb khaled

Actividad del sitio Sorry! Something went wrong Is your network connection unstable or browser out of date? This article needs additional quotes for verification. Please help improve this article by adding quotes to trusted sources. Non-source material can be challenged and removed. In
2009, a press release was carried out on how they have been booked on 1000 000 people. Newspapers · Books · erudite · JSTOR (August 2012) (Learn How and When to Remove This Template Message) Abdel KaderSong by Khaledfrom album N'ssi
N'ssiReleased1993Recorded1993LabelBarclay/PolyGram (Europe)Songwriter (s)TraditionalKhaled Hadj BrahimMustafa KadaProducer(s)Don WasPhilippe Eidel Abdel KaderSingle by Rachid Taha, Khaled and Faudelfrom the album 1,2,3 SoleilsReleasedNovember 9, 1998Recorded 26.
1998GenreRaïLength5:12LabelPolyGramSongwriter(s)Traditional Khaled Hadj BrahimMustafa KadaProducer(s)Steve Hillage Abdel Kader (Arabic: رداقلا دبع  ) is an Algerian traditional song made famous by the Algerian raï artist Khaled. It is about emir 'Abd al-Qādir al-Jazā'irī, a famous
Algerian Muslim religious leader and freedom fighter who resisted the French conquest of Algeria. It is featured on his studio album N'ssi N'ssi from 1993. After his original album version from 1993, Khaled released a solo live version of Abdel Kader in his 1998 live album Hafla. The joint trio
live version was included on the live album 1,2,3 Soleils from 1998. The Charts Live version of Rachid Taha, Khaled and Faudel was released as a separate single in France and reached #6 in SNEP, the official French singles chart. The song remained for 21 consecutive weeks on the
French charts from November 1998 to March 1999, with 10 weeks of them in the Top 10. It stayed on #6 the two weeks ending December 5 and 12, 1998. Figure (1998-1999) Peakposition Belgian (Wallonia) Singles Chart[2] 36 French SNEP Singles Chart[3] 6 In France, Abdel Kader was
certified Silver in 1998 by SNEP, meaning the sale of over 50,000 singles. [4] Cover and samplingS The song has been the subject of many covers and remixes and is popular in live performances by many Algerian artists. Adaptations The music of Abdel Kader has been used with new
lyrics and slightly altered music adaptations in other songs. One of the most notable of these is Mon Bled by Rohff, Mohamed Lamine and Cheba Maria. The track appears in the first release of the Raï'n'B Fever series in 2004 produced by Kore &amp; Scalp. [5] Sampling's Various songs
have also sampled parts of the song, in particular: Cameron Cartio used a selection in his Persian language version of Mi Chica and Sarbel in the Greek version of the same song. Arash sampled it in his bilingual Persian/English song Suddenly with Rebecca Zadig in Arash's 2008 album
Donya Najim and Arash reused the sample in their 2009 trilingual French/Persian/English off of off retitled Prs de toi (Suddenly) also with Rebecca. DJ Rebel used the sample of the song in the 2016 single Let Me Love You with Mohombi and Shaggy. Farid Bang used the sample of the
song in the 2019 single Maghreb Gang with French Montana and Khaled himself. Se også 'Abd al-Qadir al-Jaz'ir', lederen av Zaouia (tariqa, gruppe tilhengere) av Abdul-Qadir Gilani i Algerie Abdul Qadir (andre betydninger) Referanser - Discogs.com Khaled - Hafla - Ultratop 40: Taha /
Khaled / Faudel - Abdel kader Live ' Bercy - LesCharts.com Taha / Khaled / Faudel - Abdel kader Live ' Bercy fra l'Edition Phonographique sølv sertifisert singler for året 1998 Arkivert 2006-11-22 på Wayback Machine ' Discogs: Ra'N'B Fever av Kore &amp; Skalp ' Rohff, Mohamed Lamine
&amp; Chebba Maria - Mon Bled (lyd) på YouTube Linker Eksterne linker Abdel Kader musikkvideo 2 لضاف  Tekster med oversettelse Transkripsjon Oversettelse Hentet fra « Home World Music Khaled Abdel Kader Abdelkader ya bou alem dak el aliyaDawi ali ya bou alem sidi rouf
aliyaAbdelkader ya bou alem dak el al aliyaDawi ali ya bou alem sidi rouf aliyaSidi abderrahman dir mejhoudek wi et azemEnta rajel khadeemek dir maziyaSidi abderrahman dir mejhoudek wi et azemEnta rajel kayem khadeemek dir maziyaAbdelkader ya bou alem dak el al aliyaDawi ali ya
bou alem sidi rouf aliyaAbdelkader ya bou alem dak el aliyaDawi ali ya bou alem sidi rouf aliyaYa si boumedienne wana fi ardek el amenYa sidi boumedienne ana fi bardek el amenYa sidi el howari soultan el ghaliWashfeeny ya abdellah soultan el aliyaAbdelkader ya bou alem dak el al 'aliya
ya YaDawi ali ya bou alem sidi rouf aliyaAbdelkader ya bou alem dak el aliyaDawi ali ya bou alem sidi rouf aliyaDa wati el gilli ya yana dik el mibliyaKhalatinny eera yana el ashraq taweelaDa wati el gilli ya yana dik el mibliyaKhalatinny eera yana el ashraq taweelaAbdelkader ya bou alem
dak el aliyaDawi ali ya bou alem sidi rouf aliyaAbdelkader ya bou alem dak el aliyaDawi ali ya bou alem sidi rouf aliyaAbdelkader ya bou alem dak el aliyaDawi ali ya bou alem sidi rouf aliyaLa , la, la, la, laYa dak el wali aaah allah dawi li aliSidi abderahman dawi dawi dawi dawi dawi Abdel
KaderSingle of Khaled from the album N'ssi N'ssiPublication November 26, 1993Formato CD, 7, 12Recording November 9, 1993 Alternative Rock, Jangle PopDuration 5:12Diiscographic PolyGramAutor(s) Traditional,Khaled Hadj Brahim, Mustafa KadaProductor(s) Kore &amp; Scalp Video
Clips Abdel Kader on YouTube. Wikidata[edit] Abdel Kader is a traditional Algerian song that became famous by the Algerian artist Khaled. This is Emir Abd al-Qadir, a famous Algerian Muslim religious leader and freedom fighter who opposed the French conquest of She appears on the
1993 studio album N'ssi N'ssi ssi. After his version of the original album from 1993, Khaled released a live version of Abdel Kader on his 1998 live album Hafla. The live version of the joint trio was included on the 1998 live album, 1.2.3 Soleils. The live version of Rachid Taha, Khaled and
Faudel was released as a separate single in France, reaching number 6 on SNEP, the official French singles chart. The song remained on the French charts for 21 consecutive weeks between November 1998 and March 1999, with 10 weeks in the Top 10. It remained at number 6 during
the two weeks ending December 5 and 12, 1998 [2][3] Chart (1998-1999) French SNEP Singles Chart 6 Belgian (Wallonia) Singles Chart 36 36 In France, Abdel Kader was certified Silver in 1998 by SNEP, which means the sale of more than 50,000 units. The song has been the subject of
many versions and remixes and is popular in live performances by many Algerian artists. Adaptations The music of Abdel Kader has been used with new lyrics and slightly modified music adaptations in other songs. One of the most notable of these is Mon Bled by Rohff, Mohamed Lamine



and Cheba Maria. The song appears on the first release of the 2004 series Ra'n'B Fever produced by Kore &amp; Scalp. [5] It shows several songs have also been tested in parts of the song, in particular: Cameron Cartio used a Persian-style example of My Girl and Sarbel in the Greek
version of the same song. Arash tried it on his bilingual Persian/English song Suddenly with Rebecca Zadig on Arash's 2008 album Donya. Najim and Arash reused the specimen in their trilingual French/Persian/English adaptation of Suddenly, also with Rebecca. DJ Rebel used the song's
try on the 2016 single Let Me Love You with Mohombi and Shaggy. Reference Khaled - Hafla. Discos. Retrieved 3 October 2010. ^Taha / Khaled / Faudel - Abdel Kader (Live ' Bercy). ultratop.be. Archived from the original on 3 February 2010. Retrieved 3. ^lescharts.com - Read charts
fran'ais. lescharts.com. Retrieved 3 October 2010. Kore &amp; Scalp - Ra'N'B Fever. Discos. Retrieved 3 October 2010. Italia81boy, Rohff, Mohamed Lamine, Cheba Maria - Mon Bled, visited 3 January 2019 Data: Q4664753 Retrieved from Khaled, Faudel, and Rachid Taha are three of
the greatest modern Algerian voices, spanning the musical spectrum from pop to punk to Algerian ra. This track was recorded live at the Bercy Stadium in Paris in 1998 1.2,3 Soleils
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